Finding Success with T&S:
Whole Foods

T&S hose reels include several design features that
support long-lasting durability, even under harsh
conditions or heavy use.

•

Heavy-duty construction, including
3/16" drum supports and rolled edges
for added strength

In a supermarket with large (and renowned) fresh and
prepared foods areas, the back-of-house work areas can

•

eliminates friction that can lead to

take a beating. Keeping them clean is a heavy-duty job.

welding and splitting

That’s where T&S Brass comes in.
Nearly 100 Whole Foods Market locations across the

•

rubber and prevents kinking

cleaning easy and reliable.

•

Anti-lockout ratchet design allows the
hose to retract freely even when fully

by a prominent plumbing contractor in New England,

extended

who selected the hose reels because of their heavy-duty
quality and ease of installation.

Nitrile tube hose with reinforced steel
wire braid is more durable than typical

U.S. have recently installed T&S Brass hose reels to make

This sturdy T&S washdown solution was recommended

Brass swivel on stainless steel shaft

•

Protected hose outlet allows free
movement in any direction, extending
the life of the hose

•

Mounting bases are engineered
with extra holes and slots to make
installation fast and easy, and the
EasyInstall wall-mount bracket can be
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installed by one person

Whole Foods Markets use the powerful cleaning of
the T&S hose reel to clean slicing equipment, rinse
stainless steel worktables and countertops and hose
down floors.
T&S hose reels are available with a number of options
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to build the ideal solution for any installation, including
hose length and diameter choices, mounting bracket
options, a variety of available outlet devices, choice of
open or close reel design, and stainless steel or epoxycoated reels.
The plumbing contractor reports that the markets
have had no issues with the hose reels since
installation, requiring no return visits.
Learn more about T&S at tsbrass.com.
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